Quantum mechanical differential and integral cross sections for the C((1)D) + H2(ν = 0, j = 0) → CH(ν', j') + H reaction.
Accurate quantum dynamics calculations for the C((1)D) + H2 reaction are performed using a real wave packet approach with full Coriolis coupling. The newly constructed ZMB-a ab initio potential energy surface [Zhang et al., J. Chem. Phys. 140, 234301 (2014)] is used. The integral cross sections (ICSs), differential cross sections (DCSs), and product state distributions are obtained over a wide range of collision energies. In contrast to previous accurate quantum dynamics calculations on the reproducing kernel Hilbert space potential energy surface, the present total ICS is much larger at low collision energies, yielding larger rate coefficients in better agreement with experiment and with slight inverse temperature dependence. Meanwhile, interesting nonstatistical behaviors in the DCSs are revealed. In particular, the DCSs display strong oscillations with the collision energy; forward biased product angular distribution appears when only small J partial wave contributions are included; alternate forward and backward biases emerge with very small increments of collision energy; and the rotational state-resolved DCSs show strong oscillations with the scattering angle. Nevertheless, the total DCSs can be roughly regarded as backward-forward symmetric over the whole energy range and are in reasonably good agreement with the available experimental measurements.